



January 26, 2018


Basketball and Poetry?  The Unforeseen Slam Dunk 
 

Dear Editor or Producer:


While many adults think of poetry as stuffy and antiquated, surprisingly kids do not.  Grownups 
steer kids away from poetry because they do not think that they will be interested.  Whereas 
behind the scenes kids are almost “sneaking” poetry into their lives.


2017 was the year that Hamilton-themed summer camps swept the nation, teens/ tweens 
became obsessed with blackout poetry, and Kwame Alexander criss-crossed the country  

igniting the power of poetry for thousands of kids via literary pep rallies. 

Alexander took the literary world by surprise with his 2015 Newbery award-winning, The 
Crossover, a sports novel written in verse.  This unlikely blend of sports and poetry turned 
thousands of readers into poetry lovers.  The synthesis of sports and poetry was so unlikely, it 
was rejected by 20 top publishers before becoming a New York Times bestseller.  Alexander 
was able to do something fresh and new by using the energy of poetry to mirror the energy of 
basketball.


REBOUND (on-sale April 2, 2018) the follow-up to The Crossover, takes Alexander’s high 
impact style of poetry to new heights to start National Poetry Month.  Alexander’s unique 
style is kinetic and vibrant.  In his novels he deploys evocative vocabulary, and mastery of 
haiku, rhythm, rhyme, acrostics, malapropism, and blackout poems to channel anger, 
confusion, and humor of boys trying to understand their changing worlds.


You may also recognize Alexander’s name from his ESPN viral protest poem video “Take a 
Knee,” his appearance on Comedy Central, or as a regular commentator on NPR's "Morning 
Edition".


Looking forward to speaking to you about the possibilities.  Thank you for your consideration!


All my best,

Rhalee


Rhalee Rhalee Hughes Perry

                rhalee hughes public relations + marketing 
              o. 212.260-2244 | m. 917.224 -4457 | e. rhughes@rhalee.com
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